60	Mining
is melted on an open hearth with free access of ala
lead is oxidized and in the form of litharge eu
removed either by skimming it off or by absorptlc;
the porous body of the hearth, leaving the silver-
more or less pure form. By adding more lead
repeating the process the silver can be further re I
In England it seems to have been usual to remov*
litharge by absorption; in the case of the roit
British refinery at Silchester,1 the absorbent rmtl
used was bone ash, which was also used in Wales 1 j
sixteenth century,2 but in the mediaeval refineri<
the Devon mines charred ' tan turves ',3 or r<
blocks of oak bark from the tanneries, were used,
probably the same material was used in Derbyshire
southern mines being largely worked by Derby;
* miners. A thick bed of this tan-ash was made
a dished hollow in the middle, in which was placec
fuel and the lead; the hearth was then fired, and 1
supplied from the side: when the whole was me
the fire was raked aside and the blast turned on tc
upper surface of the molten metal, which was
rapidly oxidized and so refined.
But first, as soon as the mass of silver-lead wsj
a fluid state, ' before the ash has absorbed any of
lead, the lead is to be stirred and mixed so that
of equal quality throughout, and a quantity of the
amounting to about 6s. weight shall be taken out,
1	ArchcBologia, Ivii. 113-24.
2	Payments to men for collecting bones on the mountains
from towns and for burning them.    Cecil Papers (Hist. MSS. C
ii. 185.
a E. g. ' In 6510 turbis tannitis emptis ad inde faciendos ci
pro plumbo affinando.'    Exch. K. R. Accts., 260, no. 4.

